
HH Shaikh Nasser bin
Hamad meets INJAZ
Bahrain  

His Majesty’s representative for humanitarian work and

youth affairs Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa

received INJAZ Bahrain board of directors chairperson

Shaikha Hessa bint Khalifa Al Khalifa. Shaikh Nasser

praised the outstanding efforts made by Shaikha Hessa

and the board members in implementing programmes

aimed at grooming youngsters and preparing them for

the labour market. HH said the tireless work done by

INJAZ Bahrain is highly appreciated for its contribution

to providing the Bahraini youth with training and

employment opportunities.

INJAZ Bahrain presented areas of collaboration and

potential scope for reaching more students in the near

future.
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Huawei launch Seeds for the Future 2020
Program
In collaboration with Tamkeen, Huawei launched the 2020 edition of its Seeds for the Future

program virtually. The program hosted students with an aim to nurture local ICT talents to

contribute towards building a stronger and more sustainable ICT ecosystem in the Kingdom. We

are pleased to announce that 3 of the top 5 winners were INJAZ Bahrain alumni. In addition, one of

the top 2 students, Usman Iftikhar from INJAZ Bahrain has won a free educational trip to China in

2021.

BMMI provides INJAZ
Bahrain 20 University
Scholarships

and empowers Bahraini youth to succeed in

the global economy.

The students selection process was executed

by both INJAZ Bahrain & BMMI

representatives, the scholarship program will

provide the selected students of the academic

year 2020-2021 with a 5 year scholarship. 

In-line with Bahrain's Economic Vision 2030 goals

for continued economic development, Al Osra

Scholarship Program launched by BMMI will be

granting to 20 INJAZ Bahrain Company Program

students with scholarship for their studies at Bahrain

Polytechnic or University of Bahrain. This

collaboration enables students to pursue their goals
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INJAZ Bahrain
collaborates with key
local organizations
to support students
during Covid- 19
outbreak
As part of its' ongoing quest to empowering the
professional and academic growth of Bahraini
Youth, INJAZ Bahrain had organized laptops and
computer equipment donations from key local
organization, US Embassy, King Hamad University
Hospital, EY, KPMG, Royal Humanitarian
Foundation & Rashid AlZayani Foundation. The
campaign raised a total of more than 100 devices for
the affected students in Bahrain.

Batelco and Huawei
Donate 500 Smart Home
Wi-Fi devices to INJAZ
Bahrain to Improve
Remote Education
Experience
In consideration of the guidance and requirements of

the Ministry of Education in Bahrain on remote

education, Batelco has partnered with Huawei to

donate 500 sets of Smart Home Wi-Fi products to

INJAZ Bahrain, addressing the requirements of

remote education for families with insufficient Wi-Fi

coverage. The activity aims to help improve the

remote education experience for teachers and

students, synchronized with the government of

Bahrain’s proactive approach to support individuals

and businesses during COVID-19, with education

continuity for all as a priority. INJAZ Bahrain has

distributed these devices to students with WiFi issues

and to MOE to support sustained digital learning. 
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INJAZ Bahrain offers educational programs
online in partnership with it's board

companies

In response to the outbreak of the novel coronavirus, INJAZ Bahrain has launched a series of virtual

programs in collaboration with its board companies.

The initiative comes in line with the Ministry of Education’s decision to shut down all educational

institutes across the kingdom and activate learning from home. The online programs aim to instil

and educate students on work readiness, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy, while at home.

Ebrahim K. Kanoo, stc Bahrain, GPIC, Alba and KHCB hosted Virtual Job Shadows Workshops. This

exciting one day program allows students to learn more about the workplace & career opportunities

available in the market. Alongside, the volunteers gave students an overview of the business by

taking them through a virtual site visit.
In addition, Virtual Innovation Camps were hosted in collaboration with Batelco, Brinc Batelco,

Bapco & stc Bahrain. Students got the opportunity to learn the spirit of entrepreneurship through

exciting activities, unleashing their creativity & innovation and meeting entrepreneurs.  

INJAZ Bahrain would like to extend its sincere appreciation and gratitude to its respected board

members for their continued support towards the growth and development of our youth.

INJAZ Bahrain is pleased to advise that it was able to launch many exciting summer programs,

impacting more than 2,700 students. 
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ALUMNI News

Majed Jaberi, wins 1st place in "Golden
Youth Centers" Competition  

Our Alumnus, Majed Jaberi, took part of a National Leadership Program “Hipo 2020 Golden Youth

Centers” competition wining the first place. The program is designed to improve and enhance

youth leadership skills. Students got the opportunity to meet many national leaders to learn from

their experience. The aim of the competition is to bring ideas to improve the youth centers in

Bahrain.

“It was my pleasure to be part of this program and participate in the competition achieving the first

place through my team idea “lets book” which aims to enhance investment in the facilities of

Muharraq Model Youth Center. As INJAZ Bahrain Company Program Alumnus,  it helped me a lot

in the competition through the skills gained in the program especially with the online presentation

skills as it helped me a lot in handling online presentations. INJAZ Bahrain and Hipo 2020 both

helped me to improve my skills and knowledge” -  Majed Jaberi


